Sexually transmitted diseases (STDs) have a considerable impact on the health of adolescents and young adults in the United States. In 2000, an estimated nine million cases of STDs occurred among persons aged 15–24. In addition, STDs impose a substantial economic burden: The direct cost of STDs, including HIV, among all age-groups was estimated to be $9.3–15.5 billion in the United States in the mid-1990s, adjusted to year 2000 dollars.

Assessing the economic burden of STDs is important for two main reasons. First, estimates of the cost of treating STDs among adolescents and young adults can help quantify the impact of STDs on the nation’s youth and on those who pay for their medical care. In many cases, the payers are public programs; for example, one study of patients receiving care for HIV found that 47% were covered by Medicaid or Medicare, 33% had private insurance and 20% were uninsured. Second, information on the medical expenses involved in treating STDs is needed for cost-effectiveness evaluations of prevention programs.

The estimated direct medical cost of STDs can help to quantify the impact of STDs on the nation’s youth and on the payers of the cost of their medical care.

METHODS: We synthesized the existing literature on STD costs to estimate the lifetime medical cost per case of eight major STDs—HIV, human papillomavirus (HPV), genital herpes simplex virus type 2, hepatitis B, chlamydia, gonorrhea, trichomoniasis and syphilis. We then estimated the total burden of disease by multiplying these cost-per-case estimates by the approximate number of new cases of STDs acquired by youth aged 15–24.

RESULTS: The total estimated burden of the nine million new cases of these STDs that occurred among 15–24-year-olds in 2000 was $6.5 billion (in year 2000 dollars). Viral STDs accounted for 94% of the total burden ($6.2 billion), and nonviral STDs accounted for 6% of the total burden ($0.4 billion). HIV and HPV were by far the most costly STDs in terms of total estimated direct medical costs, accounting for 90% of the total burden ($5.9 billion).

CONCLUSIONS: The large number of infections acquired by persons aged 15–24 and the high cost per case of viral STDs, particularly HIV, create a substantial economic burden.
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The Estimated Direct Medical Cost of Sexually Transmitted Diseases Among American Youth, 2000
Estimates of incidence costs, based on information available in the literature, include the more immediate expenses of treating acute infections as well as the future costs of sequelae, such as pelvic inflammatory disease (PID), that might develop if an infection is not treated or if treatment is delayed or inappropriate. Following conventional methods of cost analysis, we used discounting to convert future costs into present value equivalents. Future costs were discounted by 3% annually.7

When cost-per-case estimates were not available in the literature or could not be derived readily from published data, we describe our methods in more detail. We calculated sex-specific estimates when sex-specific data on cost per case were available or could be derived from existing data and when sex-specific costs differed substantially. Costs of neonatal complications attributable to STDs were not included in this analysis, because available cost data were limited and the inclusion of neonatal complications would have added complexity to the analysis.

To calculate the total direct medical cost for each STD, we multiplied the estimated cost per case by the estimated number of new cases that occurred in 2000 among persons aged 15–24 (Table 1).8

### HIV

Estimates of the discounted lifetime medical cost per new case of HIV were obtained from an existing study.9 We applied the midpoint ($199,800) of the two estimates ($176,500 and $223,300) from that study’s intermediate cost scenario, which included the following assumptions: Persons with HIV live for 16 years after becoming infected; each infected person is unaware of his or her infection in the first two years and begins viral load monitoring (but not treatment) in the third year; and in years + 16 after infection, the person receives antiretroviral therapy, prophylaxis and treatment for opportunistic infections, as well as other medical care associated with progression to AIDS.

This estimated lifetime cost ($199,800) is consistent with the findings of a study that indicated that the average annual cost of care was approximately $20,900 for adults receiving care for HIV in 1998.10 For example, when a 3% annual discount rate is applied, the cost of 12 years of care at $20,900 per year would be about $214,000 if care began immediately after infection, and would be about $174,000 if care began seven years after infection. This example is conservative, however, in assuming that only 12 years of care would be required; estimated life expectancy following HIV infection is 22–26 years for persons receiving antiretroviral treatment.11 Thus, the estimated cost per case of HIV that we apply may be a lower-bound estimate of the true cost.

### HPV

Our estimate of the total medical cost attributable to an HPV infection in youth focused on costs associated with cervical abnormalities in women and external anogenital warts in both men and women.4 We first calculated the average cost of a new HPV infection in the general population, then made an adjustment based on the likelihood that the infection occurred by the age of 24.

- **Cervical abnormalities.** For adolescent and young adult women, we basing the analysis on reported costs associated with diagnosis and management of cytologic abnormalities, preinvasive cervical neoplasia and invasive cervical cancer, and then retrospectively estimated the portion of the costs of these conditions attributable to HPV.7

Because published estimates of the cost per case were not available, we constructed a decision analysis model to calculate the expected cost of an abnormal cervical cytology finding in women. Potential management strategies following an abnormal Pap test result were based on the 2001 Bethesda guidelines, a set of evidence-based recommendations developed in a consensus conference sponsored by the American Society for Colposcopy and Cervical Pathology.12 For all atypical Pap test findings, we attributed fully to HPV the costs associated with the diagnosis and treatment of histologically confirmed findings of cervical intraepithelial neoplasia grades 1–3 and of invasive cervical cancer (details available from the author).

We drew cost estimates for physician visits, follow-up Pap and HPV tests, colposcopy and treatment of cervical neoplasia from a previous study,13 subtracting indirect costs

---

**TABLE 1. Estimated lifetime cost per case, number of new cases among persons aged 15–24 and total direct medical costs of eight major STDs, United States, 2000**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>STD</th>
<th>Average lifetime cost per case* ($)</th>
<th>No. of new cases in 2000†</th>
<th>Total direct medical cost* ($)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>na</td>
<td>9.1 million</td>
<td>6.5 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HIV</td>
<td>199,800</td>
<td>15,000</td>
<td>3.0 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>HPV</td>
<td>1,228 (women) 27 (men)</td>
<td>4.6 million</td>
<td>2.9 billion</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Genital herpes</td>
<td>417 (women) 511 (men)</td>
<td>640,000</td>
<td>292.7 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hepatitis B</td>
<td>779</td>
<td>7,500</td>
<td>5.8 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chlamydia</td>
<td>244 (women) 20 (men)</td>
<td>1.5 million</td>
<td>248.4 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gonorrhea</td>
<td>266 (women) 53 (men)</td>
<td>431,000</td>
<td>77.0 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Trichomoniasis</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>1.9 million</td>
<td>34.2 million</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syphilis</td>
<td>444</td>
<td>8,200</td>
<td>3.6 million</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*In year 2000 dollars. †Excludes infections that were not sexually acquired. Notes: To calculate total costs, we assumed that men accounted for 50% of new HPV infections, 43% of new cases of genital herpes, 35% of new chlamydial infections and 41% of new cases of gonorrhea in this age group (references 1, 2, 26 and 58). Totals may not match sum of individual items because of rounding. na=not applicable. Source: For incidence estimates, see reference 1.
for patient time.14 We assumed that cervical intraepithelial neoplasia occurs, on average, three years after initial HPV infection, and discounted treatment costs accordingly.15 The decision analysis model estimated the discounted HPV-attributable cost per abnormal Pap test at $1,281. With the estimated 2.8 million abnormal Pap test results per year, direct HPV-attributable costs of recommended follow-up to abnormal cervical cytology and treatment of related neoplasia totaled $3.6 billion among women of all ages.

We projected 12,800 cases of invasive cervical cancer annually, distributed as 57.5% localized to the cervix, 34.0% with pelvic involvement and 8.5% with more distant spread.16 When the costs of patient time were excluded, estimated invasive cervical cancer costs were $20,255 for localized disease, $21,678 for pelvic disease and $36,912 for distant disease.17 We discounted the cost estimates based on the assumption that diagnosis of invasive cancer occurs, depending on stage, 21–25 years after initial HPV infection.18 On the basis of these figures, the total discounted annual cost of invasive cervical cancer among all age-groups in the United States (i.e., including women aged 25 or older) was estimated at $146.4 million.

• HPV and anogenital warts. The average cost of treatment after a new diagnosis of external anogenital warts was $446 (details available from the author). Approximately 20–30% of episodes of anogenital warts resolve without treatment.19 Because not all persons with such warts seek or require therapy to remove them, we adjusted our estimates according to the assumption that 25% of cases resolve without treatment. Estimates of annual incidence of anogenital warts vary widely, from 250,000–500,000 to 500,000–1,000,000.20 To estimate the economic burden of HPV, we assumed an incidence of 500,000. Given these assumptions, the annual total direct cost associated with anogenital warts for all age-groups is $167.4 million.

• Economic burden of infection acquired during youth. To estimate the burden of HPV infection in adolescents and young adults, we adjusted total cost figures to reflect the proportion of persons infected between ages 15 and 24. The attributable total costs of HPV infection among women were adjusted to reflect the results of a model of the natural history of HPV infection and progression, which found that 74% of incident cervical HPV infections occur among women in this age-group.21 We assumed that the cumulative incidence of HPV infection was comparable among young men22 and assigned the economic burden of treatment for anogenital warts accordingly.

This adjustment implies that costs attributable to HPV infection in youth include $2.7 billion for the follow-up of abnormal Pap results and treatment of cervical neoplasia, $108.3 million for direct medical costs associated with invasive cervical cancer and $123.9 million for the treatment of external anogenital warts. The total annual cost of HPV infection attributable to infections acquired through age 24 is $2.8 billion for women and $62 million for men. This total cost estimate is more than twice that of an earlier study,23 much of the difference results from the incorporation of costs linked to diagnosis and management of cytologic abnormalities. Assuming 4.6 million infections among those aged 15–24, distributed equally between the sexes,24 the expected cost per HPV infection is $1,228 for women and $27 for men.

Genital Herpes

Estimates of the annual prevalence cost of genital herpes (excluding neonatal herpes) among persons who were aged 15–24 at the time of infection have ranged from $78–112 million (based on medical claims data) to $450 million (based on expert opinion), assuming that roughly 40% of HSV-2 infections occur between ages 15 and 24.25 To estimate the incident cost of genital herpes, we needed estimates of the discounted, lifetime cost per new case. These estimates were based on a study of the direct and indirect costs of HSV-2 infection.26 We obtained the estimates of direct costs per case ($417 for women and $511 for men, including suppressive therapy for some patients) from the study’s lead author.27 In that study, the author assumed that 17% of infected individuals would develop symptomatic genital herpes, and estimated that infected men and women would experience an average of 19 and 16 lifetime symptom days, respectively.28

Hepatitis B

The estimated cost per case was based on an existing study of the costs of treatment for acute hepatitis B infection and its sequelae.29 In that study, the investigators estimated that 60% of initial infections in adults or adolescents were asymptomatic and did not require treatment. Among symptomatic infections, an estimated 88% would require outpatient treatment at a cost of $272 per occurrence, and 12% would require hospitalization at a cost of $8,080 per hospitalization. The investigators estimated that 0.9% of all infections would result in chronic liver disease, with related costs averaging $59,308 before discounting.30 When we conservatively assumed that the average latent period before onset is 20 years,31 the discounted cost per case of chronic liver disease was $32,837. These assumptions yielded an average cost per case of $779.

Chlamydia

The average cost per case of chlamydia was based on costs of diagnosis and treatment of acute infections, screening tests that yielded positive test results and sequelae resulting from untreated acute infections or from delayed or improper treatment.

• Diagnostic and treatment costs of acute infection. The estimated costs of acute care per case, which were drawn from four sources, ranged from $23 to $109.32 These expenses include costs for office visits (including treatment visits, where appropriate), diagnostic testing and treatment.33 The low end represented case detection through urine-based nucleic acid amplification testing (NAAT) in men in a correctional setting, the high end was for cases in women detected using NAAT on cervical specimens during diagnostic
visits in a privately insured population. Intermediate estimates reflected the cost per case detected through diagnostic visits or screening in publicly funded family planning clinics ($37–53) and STD clinics ($48–73).34

An estimate of $73, close to the midpoint of the range of estimates (excluding those for cases detected in correctional settings), reflects the fact that chlamydia is detected and treated in a variety of settings. This estimate includes treatment with single-dose therapy, which may be preferred for adolescents because it avoids the compliance problems associated with multidose therapies.35 In women, cases detected by urine NAAT may be less costly because pelvic exams are not needed.

A proportion of acute chlamydial infections are asymptomatic. Estimates of the proportion of acute infections in men that are asymptomatic or that lack recognized symptoms range from 82% to 98%; rates of asymptomatic infection in women range from 74% to 92%.36 Without screening, asymptomatic infections are unlikely to be treated. Because screening of women is far more common than screening of men, the proportion of asymptomatic, infected persons treated is higher among women than among men.37

• Costs of sequelae. We included the possible costs of epididymitis in men and PID in women, two of the primary sequelae of acute chlamydial infection. Estimated rates of progression to epididymitis vary from 1% to 5%,38 and published estimates of the cost per case range from $144 to $684.39 Because the lowest estimate was based on the most recent data and may best reflect current care practices, we used it as the cost per case. The expected expense of epididymitis for each acute chlamydial infection in men was calculated by multiplying the cost per case by the midpoint of the range of rates of progression (3%).

The rate of progression to PID following acute chlamydial infection in women varies, depending on whether the initial infection is successfully treated. When an acute chlamydial infection is not diagnosed or treated, PID develops in an estimated 10–40% of cases.40 PID may also develop in 3–6% of acute cases that are treated, in part because it can occur before treatment is received.41 On the basis of these estimates, we used rates of 20% in untreated cases and 4% in treated cases to generate our estimate of PID-associated costs per case of chlamydial infection in women.

Estimated costs per case of PID, including those associated with acute PID, chronic pelvic pain, ectopic pregnancy, and treated infertility, range from $1,060 to $3,626.42 Using insurance claims taken from a national database, we applied a conservative estimate of $1,334 for the cost per case of PID.43

• Average cost per case of chlamydia. The expected costs per case for men ($20) and women ($244) were calculated by assuming that acute infections were asymptomatic or untreated in 78% of men and 32% of women.44 In women, 82% of the estimated cost per case is attributable to sequelae, whereas in men, 78% of the estimated cost per case is attributable to acute infection.

Gonorrhea

The average cost per case of gonorrhea was based on costs of diagnosis and treatment of acute infections, screening tests that yielded positive test results and sequelae resulting from untreated acute infections or from delayed or improper treatment.

• Diagnostic and treatment costs of acute infection. The estimated cost of care per acute case was drawn from three sources.45 As with the cost of chlamydia, the cost of gonorrhea depends on the care setting, on the type of specimen used for testing and on whether the case is detected through a diagnostic visit initiated by patients with symptoms or through visits for non–gonorrhea-related issues in which gonorrhea screening is provided. The costs for cases detected through screening, covering expenses for office visits (including treatment visits, where appropriate), diagnostic testing and treatment, ranged from $36 to $69.46 The lower estimate is for screening in a correctional setting, and the higher estimate reflects a private setting. For cases detected through diagnostic visits, the costs range from $69 to $125.47 The cost per case would be lower if most asymptomatic men were treated on the basis of symptoms or a clinic-performed gram stain (without laboratory-based testing), but research has found high rates (83–92%) of diagnostic testing among private providers.48 We used $69 as an estimate of the average cost per acute asymptomatic or symptomatic case treated.

Untreated acute infections for which patients never seek care entail no direct costs (although treating their sequelae can be costly). Data on the proportion of gonorrheal infections that are asymptomatic or that do not have recognized symptoms vary. Women are generally more likely than men to have asymptomatic infections, but even among men, asymptomatic infections and infections without recognized symptoms are estimated at 34–100% of all infections.49

• Costs of sequelae. We included the costs of treating epididymitis in men and PID in women. Because there is no evidence that epididymitis costs vary significantly according to the organism involved, we used the data for chlamydia to estimate epididymitis costs attributable to gonorrhea.50 We also used the estimated rates of progression from chlamydial infection to epididymitis to calculate those for acute gonorrhea.

PID develops an estimated 10–40% of the time following cervical gonococcal infection.51 One study found that 4% of women with incident gonococcal infections of less than six months’ duration developed symptomatic PID, but 9% had lower abdominal tenderness, a symptom consistent with PID.52 We estimated that PID develops in 20% of women with untreated acute gonococcal infections and in 6% of those with successfully treated infections.53 The estimates of the cost per case of PID resulting from chlamydial infection were used to calculate the cost per case of gonococcal PID.

• Average cost per case of gonorrhea. The expected costs per case for men ($53) and women ($266) were calculated by
assuming that acute infections were asymptomatic or untreated in 29% of men and 27% of women. In women, 81% of the cost per case is attributable to sequelae, whereas in men, 92% of the cost per case is attributable to acute infection.

**Trichomonas vaginalis**
The literature related to the costs of infection with *Trichomonas vaginalis* is minimal. Therefore, the estimated cost per case was based on the treatment estimates for gonorrhea and chlamydia, adjusted for the expected differences in medication and laboratory costs. We assumed that the vast majority (90%) of diagnostic testing relied on wet-mount preparation conducted during the patient visit, because reliable data were not found on use of the InPouch™ diagnostic culture, a relatively new test for trichomoniasis. Assuming the cost of a diagnostic visit that includes wet-mount materials, preparation and reading during the patient visit is similar to that for gonorrhea or chlamydia, we estimated the visit cost at $40, exclusive of medications. Treatment with the recommended regimen of a single 2 g dose of metronidazole (average wholesale price of $2) yields a total diagnosis and treatment cost of $42. Use of the InPouch kit adds $2.40 per test, plus the costs of laboratory time for multiple readings of the specimen and a return treatment visit for those with positive results. The estimated additional cost of InPouch culture is $44. Given a weighted average of diagnosis by 90% wet-mount and 10% InPouch culture, we estimated the cost per treated case of trichomoniasis at $46. An estimated 20–50% of infections are symptomatic; we assumed that 40% would be treated, and that 60% would not be treated and would incur no costs, thus leading to an average cost per case of $18.

**Syphilis**
Syphilis cost estimates were based on an earlier decision analysis of the natural course of syphilis infection. We assumed that each new case of syphilis would first be detected and treated in the primary, secondary or early latent stage; first be detected and treated in the late latent stage; be treated inadvertently by antibiotics taken for reasons unrelated to syphilis; or lead to long-term sequelae such as late benign syphilis, cardiovascular syphilis or neurosyphilis. Our estimates reflect the probability of and costs associated with each of these scenarios.

We made three adjustments to the probabilities and costs from the previous analysis. First, we assigned a higher value (0.61 rather than 0.49) to the probability of receiving treatment in the primary, secondary or early latent stage of syphilis. This choice ensured that the ratio of treated primary, secondary and early latent cases to the treated late latent cases in the decision tree model would be consistent with the ratio reported to the national surveillance system of the Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) from 1980 to 1999. Second, we used a lower cost of treatment in primary, secondary or early latent syphilis ($53 rather than $380). The difference arises because we used a more conservative estimate of the cost of screening and CDC-recommended treatment, and excluded the costs of possible follow-up visits. Third, a lower cost of neurosyphilis ($56,806 rather than $166,374) was applied, assuming that initial treatment would cost $4,857, long-term care would cost $51,949 and 25 years would elapse between infection and initial treatment. Because information about the long-term cost of neurosyphilis is scarce, we used the average cost of care for Alzheimer’s patients over a 10-year period (including the costs of informal care) as an approximation. These adjustments to the probability of treatment and costs of treatment for early syphilis and neurosyphilis resulted in a more conservative cost estimate than the one previously reported. The other inputs used in this decision analysis model were quite similar to those used in recent evaluations of syphilis screening programs in the United States. The estimated cost per case of syphilis was $444.

**Total Economic Burden**
For the eight STDs considered here, the total estimated cost of the nine million cases that occurred among 15–24-year-olds in 2000 is $6.5 billion (Table 1). Viral STDs accounted for 94% of the total burden ($6.2 billion), and nonviral STDs for 6% ($0.4 billion). HIV and HPV were the most costly STDs in terms of total estimated direct medical costs, accounting for 90% of the total burden ($5.9 billion). Genital herpes and chlamydia were the third and fourth most costly STDs, accounting for total costs of $293 million and $248 million, respectively.

**DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS**
The estimated economic burden of STDs among youth is substantial, both because of the large number of infections acquired by persons aged 15–24 and because of the high cost per case of viral STDs, particularly HIV. Without existing STD prevention efforts, the incidence cost of STDs would be even greater than our estimate of $6.5 billion. Additional STD prevention activities may avert some of the cost of treating STDs among the nation’s adolescents and young adults.

The overall cost burden of STDs is so great that even small reductions in incidence could lead to considerable reductions in treatment costs. However, prevention activities (such as HIV counseling and testing, STD screening and treatment, and sex partner notification) also have economic costs. Cost-effectiveness studies of STD prevention programs for adolescents and young adults can help determine the best use of limited STD and HIV prevention resources.
Certain bacterial and viral STDs can facilitate the transmission of HIV, and HIV costs can be an important component of their cost. Because we included HIV costs as a separate category, however, we did not include them as a cost component for other STDs. Prevention of STDs other than HIV might result in reductions in HIV and its associated costs. For example, a published mathematical model of the effects of STDs on HIV transmission suggests that about 2,100 of the estimated 15,000 new HIV infections among young Americans in 2000 might be attributable to coinfection with syphilis, gonorrhea or chlamydia.

Limitations
These estimated lifetime costs per case are subject to considerable uncertainty and should be viewed as ballpark figures rather than precise calculations. Our estimates depend on the numerous assumptions we made in our analysis. In calculating HPV costs, for example, we assumed that patients with atypical Pap test results would be managed in strict adherence to the Bethesda Guidelines. If management is less rigorous, the expected cost per abnormal Pap result will be lower, though this reduction might be offset in part by increased costs of treating invasive cancer in later years. The estimated total burden of STDs ($6.5 billion) is based on the cost-per-case estimates as well as the estimated number of cases of each STD. As with the cost-per-case estimates, the incidence estimates are subject to considerable uncertainty.

The estimated cost per case of HIV (the most costly STD in our analysis) is based on a 1997 study, and the lifetime cost may have changed substantially since then. Nonetheless, the estimate we used is the most current one available, and is widely used in cost-effectiveness evaluations of HIV prevention programs. In addition, the lifetime cost ($199,800) we applied appears to be consistent with a more recent estimate of the annual cost of care for persons with HIV.

As with our estimates for HIV, our cost estimates for other STDs are affected by the limitations of the studies on which our estimates are based. For example, cost estimates used in the decision analyses might be from one clinical setting where costs are not readily applicable to other settings. Drug treatment costs based on wholesale prices might underestimate the actual cost of treatment for some purchasers of these drugs. Furthermore, the cost of STDs can change over time. Although we adjusted existing cost estimates for inflation, such adjustment might not fully capture changes in diagnosis, treatment and management in recent years or future years. Such changes might include broader use of urine-based amplification testing for gonorrhea and chlamydia, new guidelines for cervical neoplasia and cancer screening, HPV DNA testing, new treatments for HIV and trichomoniasis, herpes type-specific serology testing and its potential influence on the proportion of persons with genital herpes who receive treatment, and modification of treatment regimens in the face of changing antimicrobial resistance patterns.

With some exceptions, our cost-per-case estimates are not age-specific. Rather, we based them on existing studies that typically reflect STD costs among adults rather than adolescents. For example, we assumed that the distribution of high- and low-risk HPV types is independent of the age at infection. If the distribution of HPV types varies by age, we may have overestimated or underestimated the true cost of HPV infection in adolescents and young adults. In addition, the estimated costs of HIV and HSV include long-term drug therapy. If young people require more years of such treatment than was estimated for the adult populations on which our sources are based, the actual cost of HIV and HSV among youth could exceed our estimates.

In calculating the costs by STD, we may have double-counted certain costs in instances in which a person was infected with more than one STD at a given time. For example, a person infected with both gonorrhea and chlamydia might have both infections diagnosed at the same doctor visit. However, some patients presenting with gonorrhea alone (or chlamydia alone) may be presumptively treated for the other infection as well because coinfection is common. Thus, any overestimation of the cost of diagnostic visits for a person infected with both chlamydia and gonorrhea would be offset, at least in part, by the added costs of presumptive dual treatment for persons who are not infected with both organisms. Data are not available to determine the net effect of these two possibilities on our cost estimates for gonorrhea and chlamydia; it likely is far less than the impact of our use of conservative estimates of the rates of progression to PID and cost of PID attributable to gonorrhea and chlamydia.

We did not consider every possible direct medical cost of each STD. For example, we limited estimates of the economic burden of HPV among youth to management of cervical manifestations among women and anogenital warts among both sexes. To the extent that HPV is an important factor in other male and female genital cancers and internal genital warts, we underestimated the economic burden of HPV infection. STD infections in pregnant women can cause pregnancy complications and medical problems for infants who are infected during the perinatal period. Because we did not include these costs, we likely underestimated the cost of STDs among young women.

We did not include the cost of primary STD and HIV prevention activities (for example, finding and notifying partners of infected persons) or the cost of protecting the nation’s blood supply from these diseases. Similarly, we did not include the cost of large-scale screening for STDs that often lack symptoms or have symptoms or signs that are not easily recognized. For example, the costs of routine prenatal syphilis and HIV screening programs and routine chlamydia screening programs for sexually active adolescents and young adult women were not included. However, costs associated with screening tests that yield a positive result, as well as subsequent diagnostic tests required because of the positive screening result, were included because these costs must be incurred to detect and treat...
infection. Although these screening costs would have been incurred regardless of test outcome, the inclusion of these costs for positive tests has little effect on the estimated burden of STDs.

Our cost estimates did not include either the indirect costs or the intangible costs associated with STDs, the estimated burden of STDs would be substantially higher if these costs were included. Even though we included eight major STDs, we excluded other important STDs, such as hepatitis C, human cytomegalovirus and bacterial vaginosis, because of limited cost information. We did not include the cost of genital herpes attributable to HSV-1.

These numerous limitations likely result in an underestimation of the cost of STDs among adolescents and young adults. If we included every known STD and every possible associated cost, the estimated cost burden of STDs would be greater. Furthermore, the estimated cost would be about 10% higher if expressed in current dollars rather than year 2000 dollars. And prevalence costs of STDs could be even higher than the incidence costs we estimated here, because prevalence costs include current costs of STDs acquired in previous years and are not discounted.

Our analysis provides only point estimates of the cost of eight major STDs. Although this is an important first step in examining the cost of STDs among adolescents, more research is needed. Most important, future studies should include detailed sensitivity analyses to examine how the cost-per-case estimates change when key inputs (cost of treatment, probability of long-term sequelae, etc.) are varied. Incorporating sensitivity analyses was beyond the scope of this study, and any subsequent users of the point estimates we have provided should address the inherent uncertainty in these estimates.

Despite its limitations, our cost analysis provides practical estimates of the direct medical costs of STDs among America’s youth. These figures underscore the enormous burden of STDs and illustrate the potential savings that could be achieved through successful STD prevention activities.
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